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resolutions and implications 

for future of work
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What we had ICSE-93

• 2 Substantive Groups (based on economic risk)
• 6 categories

1. Employees 2. Employers
3. Own-account 

workers
4. Members of 

producers´
cooperatives

5. Contributing 
family workers

6. Workers not 
classifiable by 
status

Paid employment jobs Self-employment jobs



What we have 
ICSE-18 and ICSaW-18 (integrating 19th ICLS) 

A new framework to monitor changes in employment arrangements
taking place in many countries. Specifically:

Uncertainty about the boundary between self-employment and paid 
employment
Non-standard employment arrangements: ‘dependent’ contractors, short-term 
and zero hours contracts etc.

2 Classification criteria: type of authority that the worker is able to
exercise in relation to the work performed and the type of economic
risk to which the worker is exposed



Classification of status based on the type 
of economic Risk (ICSE-18-R)
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Workers in employment for profit

Independent workers in household 
market enterprises
• Employers in household market 

enterprises
• Own-account workers in household 

market enterprises without employees
Dependent contractors
• Dependent contractors 
Contributing family workers
• Contributing family workers

Workers in employment for pay

Owner-operators of corporations 
• Employers in corporations
• Owner-operators of corporations 

without employees

Employees
• Permanent employees
• Fixed-term employees
• Short-term and casual employees
• Paid apprentices, trainees and

interns

2 Substantive Groups (based on economic risk, analogous to 
self-employment and paid employment)
10 categories



Independent workers

Employers
• Employers in corporations
• Employers in household market enterprises

Independent workers without employees
• Owner-operators of corporations without 

employees
• Own-account workers in household market 

enterprises without employees

Dependent workers

Employees
• Permanent employees 
• Fixed-term employees 
• Short-term and casual employees
• Paid apprentices, trainees and interns

Dependent contractors 
• Dependent contractors

Contributing family workers
• Contributing family workers

Classification of status based on type of Authority 
(ICSE-18-A) and its extension (ICSaW-18) 

2 Substantive Groups (based on degree of authority)
10 categories



Dependent contractors definition

Workers who have contractual arrangements of a commercial nature:
Their dependency may be of an operational nature, through organization of the work and/or of 
an economic nature such as through control over:

• access to the market 
• the price for the goods produced or services provided
• or access to raw materials or capital items

The economic units on which they depend may be market or non-market units and include 
corporations, governments and non-profit institutions which:

• benefit from a share in the proceeds of sales of goods or services produced by the dependent contractor, 
• and/or benefit when the work performed by dependent contractors may otherwise be performed by its 

employees. 

The activity of the dependent contractor would potentially be at risk in the event of
termination of the contractual relationship with that economic unit 6



Dependent contractors; examples 

Hairdressers who ‘rent’ a chair in a hairdressing salon
• Purchase their materials (shampoos, dyes etc.) from the salon owner
• Owner decides on the price of the services.
• Receive payment from their customers but must pay a portion of that to the salon owner.

Vehicle drivers who works for a transport company but are considered by the company
as self-employed

• Transport company provides work and determines the payment
• But takes no responsibility for workers’ compensation insurance, taxes and social contributions,
• or to ensure that the hours worked by the driver fall within the legal limits for professional drivers.

Waiters paid only by gratuities
• Restaurant owner provides capital/working environment to perform work and nothing else

Workers who are paid only by piece or commission AND do not benefit from social
security paid by the economic unit paying for their work 7



Thank you
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Definitions
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• What is care work?
• Direct personal care and 

indirect care activities 
(housework)

• Unpaid and paid care work 
• Unpaid carers provide care, 

support and household 
work within households or 
in the community, with no 
monetary reward. 

• Who are the care workers?
• Care workers and non-care 

workers in care sectors:
• Health and social work
• Education

• Care workers in other sectors
• Domestic workers



Women perform 76.2 per cent of the total 
amount of unpaid care work, unrecognized
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Unpaid carers meet the large majority of care 
needs across the world.

In 2018, 16.4 billion hours are spent in unpaid 
care work every day. This is equivalent to 2.0 
billion people working eight hours per day with 
no remuneration.

Were such services to be valued on the basis 
of an hourly minimum wage, they would 
amount to 9 per cent of global GDP, which 
corresponds to US$11 trillion, PPP (purchasing 
power parity 2011) in 2016. 

In 2013, land-marking international labour 
statistic standards set out that unpaid care is 
work



Demand for paid care work is rising but  there 
are decent work deficits for care workers

• Changes to family structures, high or unfavourable care dependency ratios and the 
increase in women’s employment.

• In 2015, 2.1 billion people were in need of care (1.9 billion children under the age of 15, 
and 0.2 billion older persons). By 2030, this number is predicted to increase by 200 
million, including 100 million older persons.

• Currently, an estimated 110–190 million people with disabilities could require assistance 
throughout their entire lives. 

• Working conditions of paid care workers are poor.
• Policy really does matter in determining the level of employment, working conditions, 

pay and status of care workers.
• The existence and representativeness of workers’ organizations covering care workers, 

as well as the coverage of social dialogue mechanisms, including collective bargaining, 
also play an important role. 4



Investment in care polices jobs makes sense: 
better educational, health, gender equality and 
economic outcomes      
Care policies allocate resources to recognize, reduce 
and redistribute unpaid care work in the form of 
money, services and time.
• Care services

• Early childhood care and education, including 
childcare services

• Long-term care services
• Care-related social protection transfers and 

benefits
• Labour regulations

• Leave policies
• Family-friendly working arrangements
• Regulation of domestic workers
• Norms and regulations  for paid care workers 
• Orderly migration and protection of migrant 

workers
• Care-relevant infrastructure

5



Investment in the care economy to achieve the 
SGDs means 475 million jobs by 2030
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Meeting the SDGs in education and 
health so as to close the care deficits 
would result in total public and private 
expenditures on care service provision 
of US$18.4 trillion, corresponding to 
about 18.3 per cent of total projected 
GDP of the 45 countries in 2030. 

This job creation potential will be driven 
by additional 66 million jobs in health 
and social work and 54 million jobs in 
education compared with 2015 levels. 
These additional 120 million jobs in the 
care sectors will in turn generate 149 
million indirect jobs. 



Recognize, reduce, redistribute, reward and 
representation - The 5R Framework for Decent Care Work 
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Why should we care about CARE?

• Care work is vital to humanity and to economies.

• Quality care is at the heart of development: health, education, economic growth, gender 
equality- well being.

• Major global transformations are affecting the demand and supply of both paid and unpaid 
care work.

• Paid care work is and will remain an important source of employment, especially for women.

• Redistribution of unpaid care work is essential for gender equality including   increased 
participation of women in the workforce. 

• Demand for care is increasing with the potential of job creation particularly for women.

• Transformative care policies yield positive outcomes: health, economic and gender equality.

8



THANK YOU!

Find out more about the ILO report
Care work and care jobs for the future of decent work
www.ilo.org/care economy
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http://www.ilo.org/careeconomy
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Climate change: Why is a Just Transition to a 
low carbon and resilient economy so urgent?

QUESTION: 
We all know about climate change and have 
heard it’s caused by us, humanity. But how 

serious is the problem?

2



Answer- We only have 7 years to act!

Fact:
Human activities have caused a 
1.0°C of global warming 
already

Challenge to the WoW: 
- How to keep creating jobs

without increasing global 
emissions.

- Companies and workers to
adapt to increasing climate
change impacts

- Social prtection systems key
to avoid negative impacts of
low carbon strategies and to
increase country resilience



Circular economy as an opportunity to
increase competitiveness and go greener

QUESTION: 
Our current economies are based on linear 

thinking: extract-use-waste. 
Within this framework, what’s the percentage of 

materials the world re-uses?

4



Answer- A circular economy to increase
competitiveness and create employment

Facts:
- Total material inputs = 90 billion tons/yr, of which only 9 % 

recycled back into economy. 
- Current model leaves too many behind and exposes 

future generations to risks and costs of growing 
environmental and social externalities from over-
production and over-consumption

- Economic benefit estimated in one trillion dollar value

Challenge to the WoW: 
- Create new business models along global value chains 

with a circular economy approach 
- Social dialogue and collaboration along material flows 

(beyond paper, card, glass).
- Training and capacity development for workers and 

employers



Promoting a Blue Economy

QUESTION:
Let’s talk now about our oceans. Let’s see how

healthy they are. 

What is the level of fish stock that is already fully
exploited, overexploited or depleted?

6



Answer - 90% of fish stock depleted and 
increasing pollution of oceans

Facts:
- Nearly 90% of the world’s 

marine fish stocks are now 
fully exploited, 
overexploited or depleted.

- About 8 million metric tons 
of plastic are thrown into the 
ocean annually .

- By 2050 there will be more 
plastic in the oceans than 
there are fish.

Challenge for WoW:
- Impacts on economy, on jobs, 

on poverty, on food security.



The ILO Future of Work Commission on
Environmental Sustainability

FoW Commission said: 
- The greening of our economies will create millions of jobs as we adopt sustainable practices 

and clean technologies but other jobs will disappear as countries scale back their carbon- and 
resource-intensive industries.

- We need to seize the opportunities presented by these transformative changes to create a 
brighter future and deliver economic security, equal opportunity and social justice – and 
ultimately reinforce the fabric of our societies. 

FoW Commission recommendations: 
- Increase transformative investments in decent and sustainable work, in line with UN 2030 

Agenda, that will advance gender equality and can create millions of jobs and new 
opportunities for micro-, small and medium-sized enterprises.

- Prioritize the rural economy
- Reshaping business incentive structures for longer-term investment and new measures of 

country progress to incorporate environmental degradation



Call for Action and Commitment
UN CLIMATE ACTION SUMMIT, 23 SEPTEMBER 2019
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Crosscutting commitments:
• Generating decent jobs, and strengthening climate adaptation strategies and protect workers 

and vulnerable groups as part or the social and Political Drivers to advance commitments in areas 
that affect people’s well-being. Just transition policies to be developed together with climate 
strategies. 

• Mitigation Strategy: to generate momentum for ambitious long-term strategies to achieve the 
goals of the Paris Agreement. 

• Youth Engagement and Public Mobilization



Green and Blue Economy: Decent Work
Impacts and Solutions
• New Jobs: decarbonizing the economy can create at least 24 million new 

jobs, according to the ILO
• New skills are needed (new ILO report 6th June)

• New skills provision, on-the-job training and apprenticeship programmes
• Value chain approach: waste management and recycling, clean energies, 

energy efficiency, sustainable construction, organic food production, 
sustainable tourism.

• Climate change labour impact assessments and social protection 
• Dialogue and tripartism for discussion and agreement on the way forward.
• Empowerment and support of workers and employers active in the green 

economy

10
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CAPRI’s study on the care economy
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UNPAID 
CARE
WORK

PRODUCTIVITY



CAPRI’s study on the care economy
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CAPRI’s study on the care economy
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What we know 
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What we know 
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Time use surveys & the care economy
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TIME USE SURVEY



Findings
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•Spend almost half the time spent by males on SNA production

•Spend almost three times the amount of time males do on non-SNA 
production. 

•Spend a large proportion of their productive time on non-SNA production

•Spend most of their time on personal care and maintenance, followed by 
household maintenance, management and shopping for own household

•Spend more time on unpaid care work the more children and elderly in the 
household. 

•Spend twice the amount of time on unpaid community service/service 
others than men do. 

•Spend twice the amount of time, on average, as men do on learning.

•Spend less time than men on social and cultural activities, but slightly 
more time than men on mass media

•Spend less time than men engaged in work for establishments. 



Supporting workers with care obligations
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Supporting workers with care obligations
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New & better quality jobs for careworkers
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Formalize existing care 
services through 
training and standards

Encourage 
entrepreneurship in the 
care sector by 
providing grants and 
subsidized loans, 
guidelines, and training
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Industrial Revolutions
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BLOCKCHAIN | Data-Driven Decisions
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Challenges & Opportunities
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JOB LOSS

RETRAINING

CULTURAL
SHIFT

JOB CREATION

INNOVATION

LEADER



Recommendations
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- Cross-Industry 
- Cross-Ministry 
- Public Private 
- Growth Council

- ICT Infrastructure
- Corporate Structures
- Regulatory Env.

- Teacher Training
- Workshops Across 
All Ministries
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Thank You
Roland Haggins

CARICOM DIRECTOR, AION FOUNDATION 
EXECUTIVE IN RESIDENCE, CAVE HILL SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, UWI
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WORLD CAFE

DISCUSSION ON THE GREEN AND BLUE, CARE AND DIGITAL ECONOMIES



QUESTION 1: 5 MINUTES

What concrete advantages does a specific 
country/ the region have to ensure it creates 
more and better jobs in this specific economy 

in the next 5 to 10 years?
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QUESTION 2:  5 MINUTES

What are the main constraints the 
country/region will face in putting those 

advantages into strategic use?
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QUESTION 3: 5 MINUTES

What actions can the Ministry of Labour 
concretely take to prepare the country to 

take full advantage of the new opportunities 
within this economy?
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